
10 TIPS FOR SEASONAL DECORATING

Do you ever feel “stuck” when it comes to trying to decorate for each season?  Are you 
tired of the same old box of decorations you drag up from the basement?  I’m here to 

tell you that decorating for holidays and seasons can be simple, inexpensive, and FUN!!  
Try even one of these 10 simple tips, and you’ll be on your way to a more beautiful, 
effortless looking space that will complement each season as it comes and goes!!

1. Don’t feel like you have to decorate every corner of your home!  Pick 
a few key places (an entryway chair, living room mantle, kitchen table/

island), and bring in some season-specific décor in these areas.

2. Find accent pieces that can be changed to fit the seasons…this 
“Welcome” door hanger is so versatile since the florals  
can be switched in and out, depending on the holiday/

occasion you are decorating for.

3. Going “neutral” is never a bad idea!  Sometimes   
 just adding a just a hint of holiday/seasonal décor
can add a timeless and classiness to your space.

 4. Think outside the wreath!!  Front doors don’t always have
to  display a traditional round wreath!  Have some fun with the type of door 

décor you choose…being different is good!!

 5. Decorating between holidays can be a challenge.  Pick 
décor that implies a season instead of being specific to a 

holiday.  For example, these cute felt trees give a hint that 
its winter time and can easily be left out through all the cold 

months instead of just Christmastime, etc.



6. Using things with “life” (lights, water features, etc.), add a whole new 
element to your décor.  This fun solar powered fairy patio light adds an 

element to an outdoor space that a more static piece of décor won’t do.  
Imagine sitting out on your patio enjoying a summer evening next to the 

glow of this charming light!

 7. Interactive/functional decorations are fun!!  Try to pick 
seasonal décor that makes your guests feel at home.  This functional 

hot cocoa tray invites people to sit and stay awhile, and makes a 
home feel “lived in” and not so staged.

 8. Decorating your front porch or entryway is like sending an invitation to a  
  fun party!  Think of ways to make your home look inviting to guests, 
starting with its curb appeal.  Once again, theses skis go away from a 

traditional front door wreath, but still give an implied idea of what season 
you are celebrating.  The bonus….they can be left out all winter long!

 9. Small pops of color are a fun way of drawing the eye to 
spaces you want to accent.  Remember, you don’t have to 

decorate every surface or wall in your home. Focus on key areas and make 
each piece work within the area you are highlighting!

10. When in doubt, monograms are always a good idea!!  They are 
traditional, yet add a classy and timeless look to any space.  In addition,

they personalize a home without adding too many “person-specific” 
elements (photos, names, etc.).

Decorating for holidays and seasons doesn’t have to be expensive or daunting!!  Have 
some fun, get creative, and remember to not “over decorate.”  Simple, meaningful, and 
coordinated décor is always the best route to take, and focusing on a few key areas of 

your home will make more of an impact than trying to do too much.  Happy decorating, 
friends!


